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KURT SMITH DAWN REDWOOD
PRESENTATION
JUNE 25TH AT BORDINES NURSERY

12:30 MEETING SET UP (PLEASE COME EARLY AND HELP US START ON TIME)
1:00

CLUB EVENTS DISCUSSION AND BONSAI SHOW UPDATES

1:30

KURT SMITH DAWN REDWOOD PRESENTATION

2:30

BRING IN YOUR BONSAI OPEN FORUM

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE:

The second half of our meeting was going to be a demonstration on building
stands for display at bonsai shows and in your own greenhouse/home.
Unfortunately, Dan Bennett has injured his back and will have to reschedule.

The board met this month to discuss our annual show
this August 11-13th. We are getting closer and closer
to locking down all of the elements.If you can think
of anything that could improve our system, add more
excitement to the event and help spread the word,
we're all ears. This applies to people who are new to
bonsai and even our experienced members. Donating
time to help us set up on Friday, or checking in
tickets, watering trees, helping with catering are all
great ways to meet new people, learn about the trees
on display and show your support for the members
who are donating their entire weekend for the show.

We will utilize our extra time by conducting a "Bring in your own Bonsai"
for beginners and people new to the club. Bring in any tree and be prepared
to hear multiple directions of how to style and develop your bonsai. As
always, it is your tree and the final decisions are yours. Come prepared with
questions, sketches of how you'd like to design your tree and some basic
tools.

There will be a series of emails explaining set up
times and materials needed. More than anything,
we need help with promotions. Take a break from
politics, selfies and baby photos and share the dates
and times of our show. We will have posters, emails
and other elements to share with everyone very soon.

3:00 RAFFLE AND Q & A
This meeting you will want to arrive early, hit the ATM and enjoy another
dynamic presentation from the owner of the Flower Market, Kurt Smith. His
nursery is the premier place in Michigan to procure refined and yamadori
bonsai. This meeting, Kurt will be educating the club on growing and styling
Dawn Redwoods. These trees make incredible forest and grove plantings
if you follow the steps demonstrated at this presentation. Be sure to arrive
early and take advantage of some incredibly low prices on premium trees.

The end of our meeting we will discuss the items needed to prepare for
our annual show in August. Club members will be asked to bring ideas and
volunteer to help the board hold another successful show.
Be sure to look for one item of worth to donate to the annual show raffle too.
Something worth over $20. Suggestions include: books, tools, bonsai, gift
cards and art work. We can always group together smaller donations.

BRING IN ITEMS FOR THE CLUB RAFFLE!

So, in the meantime, join Facebook and iNSTAGRAM
and follow our club. Send invites to friends, fans and
family. All of the money helps us procure top level
judges and premium materials for demos and more.
Michael Corbeille / President
4seasonsbonsai@gmail.com
248 250 3602

			

AARON WILEY'S BONSAI FERTILIZATION AND TROY RIDER' CUTTING AND
PROPOGATION PRESENTATIONS WERE EXCEPTIONAL.
Last month's meeting was not only entertaining but highly educational. Aaron Wiley broke down the
formula to proper feeding. His presentation discussed proper mixtures for development, refinement and
health. He also explained the 10-10-10 ratio and how Nitrogen, Phosphorus and Potassium play a key role in
bonsai growth and refinemnt. Aaron's degree in horticulture and his intense passion for becoming an artist
and a bonsai retailer were apparent in his presentation.
Troy Rider's hands on approach to developing bonsai from cuttings, raising and developing thru hydroponic
technology was something to see. He took the club through the proper steps to using rooting hormones,
keeping humidity levels under control and when to transfer to bonsai soil for deeper development. Troy's
hands on approach was invaluable to new members of the club. Trees were cut, branches were placed in
rooting hormone and prepared for development. Be sure to reach out to Troy for more information.

DAWN REDWOOD INTRO
General Background:
Known as the “Dinosaur Tree”, the quick growing Dawn Redwood or Metasequoia glyptostrobides, was originally found
in Manchuria, China and is one of the most exciting of the redwood family; Having once been feared to have become
extinct being known only through fossils, the Dawn Redwood was rediscovered in the forties and was planted in the
US in 1948. This particular Redwood is a true Redwood quite like the American Redwood and is an incredible bonsai
specimen because they are really relics of bygone times which truly make them living fossils that will delight every bonsai
enthusiast with their beauty and majestic stature.
Trees Features:
In its natural Habitat, the Dawn Redwood quickly reaches heights up to 110 feet with a 25 foot spread. The original Dawn
Redwood Bonsai trees are hearty conifers that have a lacey type of needled foliage on gracefully upswept branches.
The needles are deciduous and quite pretty in the fall when the airy light green spray turns to yellow and then to bronze
before shedding from the trees. Redwood Bonsai trees make wonderful sights and this can be attributed to the way
in which the Redwood tapers away from its root flare which is broad and heavy. Dawn Redwood Bonsai trees feature
trunks with reddish bark that are well grooved and strikingly straight and slim; if the trunk is especially large and heavy it
will be well suited as a formal upright.
Temperature:
If your Dawn Redwood Bonsai is to be an outdoor specimen, it will require ample protection from extreme cold and frost
during the dormant season. Also, in the hottest part of the summer, it is wise to be vigilant about moisture levels in the
air as well as in the soil. This bonsai will do best in conditions that provide ample humidity and moderate warmth.
Lighting:
Though this tree will grow best in full sun outdoors, Redwood Bonsai are surprisingly well suited for growing indoors or
outdoors as long as they are given plenty of abundant sunlight and southern exposure and ample humidity which will
ensure proper growth for the tree.
Watering:
You Dawn Redwood Bonsai will prefer moist, deep, well drained soil. The best way to ensure proper moisture levels is
to reach down an inch or two into the soil with a finger. Do not allow this tree to go without ample moisture as it is not
drought tolerant.
Fertilizing:
Fertilize this bonsai from late spring to late summer with a well balanced organic fertilizer. Do not feed in the fall.
Pruning / Training:
Using wire to shape this bonsai is possible when the tree is dormant from early winter to early spring. The wires are
wrapped around the trunks in a counter clockwise direction and should be of sufficient thickness to hold the branch in
place. Once the wires are placed, the tree’s branches and trunk can be gently bent into the desired position. Leave wire
in place for 3-6 months, and make sure damage to the bark is prevented. Prune in the summer by trimming back new
shoots.
Ideal trained as a formal or informal upright style and works very well for clump, slanting and for bonsai forests.

Insects / Pests:
If kept outdoors, your Dawn Redwood bonsai will benefit from the heartiness that comes from the abundance of fresh
air, sunlight, and variety of weather conditions which will increase its ability to prevent pests and disease. That being
said, all plants, if stressed can succumb to invaders or illness, and so should be monitored often for signs of weakness.
Always attempt to control infestations with harmless materials before bringing in the chemical warfare! A very effective
treatment for many types of insects is a solution of 1 tsp. dish soap to 1 quart warm water sprayed over the entire plant
until runoff is achieved. Rinse the plant well with tepid water and repeat as needed. Giving your tree a quick rinse in the
sink on a weekly basis will remove dust and offer additional humidity which will encourage proper cell growth and health.
Propagation:
The Dawn redwood is a prolific grower, dating back to the time of the dinosaurs when it populated regions in thick
redwood forests. To propagate your own, simply take some seed cones and a bunch of the debris found at the base of
a redwood; be sure to measure the depth of the duff under the tree, and use that as your duff depth. Take a big black
plastic tub (the kind that concrete or mortar gets mixed in) and make holes in the bottom for drainage, then put clay (river
clay or clay used in construction would be fine) in the tub. Then put the collected Dawn Redwood duff on top. You can
also encourage sprouting through mimicking conditions that occur after
Repotting:
Repot every other year in the springtime providing fresh mineral rich quick draining soil and provide minimal root
pruning.
Additional Comments: (article from the BonsaiOutlet.com)
Providing your Dawn Redwood with a humidity tray filled with pebbles or stones will add humidity and will ensure that the
roots of your bonsai do not succumb to root rot.

BONSAI INSPIRATION - By the Flower Market
http://www.flowermarketdundee.com
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2017 CALENDAR OF EVENTS
ALL MEETINGS ARE HELD AT BORDINES NURSERY IN ROCHESTER AT 1:00 - 3:00.

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 26th

CLUB PRESIDENT MICHAEL CORBEILLE WILL DISCUSS THIS YEARS AGENDA + RICK BIENIEK’S PLANT BOTANY
LECTURE + CATE THOMSON WILL GIVE US A TOUR OF THE CLUB’S NEW WEBSITE.

The board is excited to share this years calendar of events. We will have more guest presenters and club member presentations than years past. Michael
Corbeille will share photos and stories from last years North American Bonsai show in NYC. We will also hear from club member Rick Bieniek. His detailed
presentation on the science behind bonsai and understanding the chemical makeup of leaves, bark and roots should not be missed. Also, we are excited
to launch our new website and hear from the person behind it’s design, Cate Thomson. This was a massive undertaking! We will have a raffle at every
meeting and time for club members to bring in their bonsai for discussion. Be sure to bring new members and items for the raffle.

SUNDAY MARCH 26th

BONSAI CIRCUS - SIMULTANEOUS WORKSHOPS FOR EXPERTS AND BEGINNERS.

New to bonsai or just looking to hone your skills, don’t miss this meeting! Members will hold simultaneous workshops and demos on a variety bonsai
related topics geared toward beginners through expert level bonsai artists. Lamont Jackson will show how to create a Forest arrangement, Guy Vitale
will share his knowledge on repotting, Vance Hanna will discuss Pines. Michael Corbeille talks wiring and branch bending and Judy Muench will show us
how to create dynamic landscapes with massive rock slabs. More presenters on hand.

SUNDAY APRIL 30th

RAY ALEXANDER “KOI AND JAPANESE GARDENS” + “JIN AND SHARI” WITH MICHAEL CORBEILLE

If you are interested in Koi fish, you won’t want to miss Ray Alexander’s presentation. Ray is the president of Michigan Koi and Pond club http://www.
mkpc-se.com. Ray is also the creator of one of Michigan’s most incredible Japanese gardens. He will discuss raising Koi fish and how to develop your
own Japanese garden. Michael Corbeille will be bringing in trees to show how to use Jin and Shari on your bonsai trees. Club members should bring in
trees to create their own Jin/Shari.

SUNDAY MAY 21st

AARON WILEY FERTILIZING PRESENTATION + TROY RIDER PROPAGATION AND CUTTING WORKSHOP.

Club member, Aaron Wiley’s incredible presentation on fertilizing and understanding the science of developing strong bonsai is back and better than
ever. Understanding bonsai beyond design is essential information for all levels of bonsai artists. We also have Troy RIder’s presentation on propagating
and developing bonsai from cuttings and from seed. We suggest getting here early, this meeting will be starting immediately to give these two engaging
presentations time for questions.

SUNDAY JUNE 25th

KURT SMITH DEMONSTRATION + DAN BENNETT STANDS PRESENTATION

The owner of Michigan's largest bonsai nursery, Kurt Smith, will conduct a live demonstration. Trees, pots and rare bonsai related items will be on sale to
club members. Club members are advised to bring in their own bonsai for styling and design advice from Kurt Smith and fellow club members. Kurt Smith
presentations will fill every seat in the house, arrive early and be prepared to leave with a new bonsai at an exceptional price.

SUNDAY JULY 23rd

BONSAI SHOW PREPARATION

Senior level bonsai artists will advise club members on how to prepare your bonsai trees for our annual show. Choosing the right pot, displaying scrolls,
finding and building stands, designing accents plants and cultivating moss will all be discussed. Club members are advised to bring in their trees for a final
evaluation before entering them into our annual show.

SATURDAY AUGUST 12th - SUNDAY AUGUST 13th 44th FOUR SEASONS ANNUAL BONSAI SHOW !!!
Show is held at Bordines Nursery in Rochester Hills Saturday 9 - 7, Sunday 10 - 4. ( Show prep is Friday Aug 11th @10am )

Come see our best bonsai trees on display, live demos, workshops and bonsai trees for sale. A must see for all bonsai fans. We are excited to have
Bonsai Master JOHN WALL as our judge and special guest. Live demos and beginner workshops, raffles and more. Check our website for more details.
John Wall will be conducting a special workshop and Q & A for members. Be sure to help the club share times and dates with the public.

SUNDAY SEPT 24th BONSAI AUCTION
A massive collection of bonsai trees and bonsai related items will be auctioned off to club members. A must attend for all levels of bonsai artists.
Members are asked to come early and check in their sale items and register for the auction. Last years auction set a record for sales and attendance,
be sure to arrive early and bring items to sell. We will be sending entry forms and sales information prior to the auction. Sellers must be club members.

SUNDAY OCT 22nd
SUNDAY NOV 12th

SPECIAL GUEST PRESENTER TBD ( WALTER PALL WORKSHOP IS BEING NEGOTIATED THIS MONTH! )
VANCE WOOD STYLING DEMO - CLUB ELECTIONS FOR 2018

Nationally recognized Mugo Pine expert and author, Vance Wood, will be demonstrating expert level styling on a massive pine. Large branch bending,
fia and jin formation will be conducted. We will also finalize the new board member list. Be sure to attend and cast your vote.

SATURDAY DEC 9th

HOLIDAY DINNER at CAFE SUSHI @ 6:00 -8:00

Open to all club members. A great opportunity for everyone to share stories and plan for 2018.

ra-

THE MAJORITY OF OUR CLUB MEETINGS WILL BE HELD AT BORDINES NURSERY IN
ROCHESTER HILLS. PLEASE CHECK THE NEWSLETTER AND FACEBOOK PAGE FOR ANY
LOCATION CHANGES AND TO CONFIRM OUR MEETING TIMES.

SUPPORT OUR LOCAL BONSAI VENDORS

ADVERTISING

